GRAVEL BLEND

FINE GRAINED MATRIX.
COARSE GRAINED
EASE OF CLEANING.
GRAVEL BLEND

Gravel Blend’s surface finish is modelled on conglomerate rock with a fine-grained matrix and river-pebble inclusions. It is a naturally occurring type of stone that has formed over the course of millions of years since the Alps began to take shape.

Gravel Blend is also created by means of a classic ‘baking’ process, which makes ceramics very resistant. This is known as ‘extrusion’ of moist raw clay. Fired using the most modern furnace technology, Gravel Blend combines the primeval appearance of ‘conglomerate’ with the utility of an easy-maintenance, non-slip outdoor surface. Modern, frost resistant and durable.
FINE GRAINED MATRIX. COARSE GRAINED EASE OF CLEANING.
GRAVEL BLEND

TRENDY. ARCHAIC. EXTRUDED.

FORMATS

8031, 30 x 30 cm
R 10

8062, 30 x 60 cm
R 10

0190, Terrace slab 40 x 80 cm
R 10

COLOURS

960 beige
961 brown
962 grey
963 black
964 taupe
TRIM PIECES

9441 loft stair tread corner®
340 x 340 x 35 x 11 mm, calibrated

9430 loft stair tread tile®
294 x 340 x 35 x 11 mm, calibrated

4817 loft stair tread tile®
294 x 175 x 52 x 10 mm, calibrated

8102 skirting
294 x 73 x 8 mm

9010 riser corner
157 x 52 x 52 x 10 mm, calibrated

Ströher applicational perfection - from outdoors to indoors. Gravel Blend is available as terrace slabs. More information about this product range can be found at www.stroeher.de

**Properties:**
- Completely frost-resistant
- 25 year guarantee
- Ströher hard glaze
- Variety of trim pieces
- Fade-free and colourfast
- Easy maintenance and hygienic
- Abrasion resistant
- In compliance with DAFON
- Variety of accessories
- Eco-friendly
- Resistant to chemicals
- Slip and fireproof
- Anti-static
KERAPLATE®

THE CERAMIC CONCEPT FROM OUTDOORS TO INDOORS.

COARSE CERAMICS, COMBINING ANGLE TILE WITH STAIR TREAD TILE, WITH THE INNOVATIVE SPIRIT AND THE CONVENIENCES OF A MARKET LEADER.

Diverse moulded parts, frostproof and fully decorated edge. Perfect utilization fulfilment for surfaces, stair tread tiles and edge pieces. From the classic split tile to oversize elements and innovative balcony edgings. Showing edges with matured ceramic solutions. The new Florentine generation. Modern, reduced linearity: loft stair tread and loft angle tile. The original.